This report is preliminary and has not been reviewed for conformity with the U.S. Geological Survey editorial standards.
INTRODUCTION

New Information Resources is a list of new earth science materials recently acquired and cataloged by the U.S. Geological Survey. It is based on the accessions list acquired through our participation in the national OCLC on-line cataloging system. Due to technical reasons two separate lists are created. The first is an alphabetical list by main entry. These entries were assigned unique USGS subject headings that do not print in the OCLC system. They are therefore arranged alphabetically by main entry. The second list is by subject heading. It is subarranged by main entry. Each entry usually consists of four elements: subject, author/title, imprint, and call number.

EXAMPLE:

Subject: EARTHQUAKES--TENNESSEE--COVINGTON.
Imprint: Memphis : Tennessee Earthquake Information Center, Memphis State University, 1981.
Call number: S(239) Sp32 no. 5

Call numbers prefixed with "M" indicate an item is part of the map collection:

M(410)4 B148s

Call numbers ending with D only, MP only, or F only, indicate that one of these regional libraries, Denver, Menlo Park, or Flagstaff, is the sole holder of an item:

210(252) H178m D only

Occasionally an item will not be assigned a call number, receiving instead an alpha abbreviation, such as PAM, i.e., a pamphlet, or qPAM indicating an oversize pamphlet.


Kukt6 kibon chijil chosa yongu = [Research on basic geology of Korea]. Soul Tukpyolsi : Hanguk Tongnyok Chawon Yonguso, 1986.


880101-880131 GIS

GISS
M(281)2 M612co -- M(200)4 vUn3mf no.2013 -- M(200) MF no.2013

M(281)2 D718c -- M(200)4 vUn3mf no.2010 -- M(200) MF no.2010

G(200) G39rs no.3

Aghanabati, A. Geologic map of the Middle East. [Tehran]: Geological Survey of Iran, [1986].
M(650)2 1986a

M(394)49 Sa33q -- (200) WRi no.87-4161 -- (200) WRi no.87-4161

M(420)2 1982a

467.4(270) B152w D only

402(200) B243mpa MP only

042.213(100) B512t MP only

M(233)297.5 G855b -- (200) R29o no.87-525 -- (200) R29o no.87-525

042.508.4(180) qB777m

G(540) B874s
(787) B

(787) B

(787) B

203 (935) C218g

M(234)2 Im7c -- M(200)4 vUn3mf no.1947 -- M(200) MF no.1947

402 (410) C738ra

M(394)49 G932d -- (200) WRi no.87-4162 -- (200) WRi no.87-4162

Diffendal, Robert Francis. Geology of Rock Creek Station State Historical Park. [Lincoln, Neb.: Conservation and Survey Division, IANR, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1987?]
203 (266) D568g

M(271)2 H318d -- M(200)4 vUn3mf no.2026 -- M(200) MF no.2026

(272) qOp2 no.177

403 (520) Em16m

753.7 qP239a

G(223) qF45a no.22
G(262) qG29f

field conference, the Fort Smith Geological Society : southeastern Arkansas
Valley and the Ouachita and frontal Ouachita Mountains, Arkansas, May 2-4,
G(241) F77g no.2 MP only

402(286) qA42sr no.25

Geocarta S.A. Projeto radar-Minas Gerais : mapa geológico. [Belo
Horizonte] : Secretaria de Estado de Ciencia e Tecnologia, Instituto de Geo-
Ciencias Aplicadas, 1978.
M(410)2 M662g

Geological series bulletin (Pretoria, South Africa). Geological series
(787) B

Geological Survey (U.S.). Mineral resource potential and related studies of
the Papago Indian reservation, southern Arizona : administrative report.
(200) G292mpa MP only

Guidebook (Geological Society of Iowa). Guidebook. [Iowa City, Iowa] : The
Society, 1972-
G(262) qG29f

Helldén, Ulf. An assessment of woody biomass, community forests, land use
and soil erosion in Ethiopia : a feasibility study on the use of remote
sensing and GIS-analysis for planning purposes in developing countries.
Lund, Sweden : Lund University Press ; Bromley, Kent : Chartwell-Bratt Ltd.,
1987.
S(583) L97sqc no.14

Instituto de Investigaciones Geológicas (Chile). Carta magnética de Chile 1:
100.000. [Santiago, Chile] : Instituto de Investigaciones Geológicas, 1980-
M(430) 296s 100

International Joint Commission. Great Lakes Regional Office. Reports issued
Windsor, Ontario : The Office, [1979]
797(067) R298

Ketner, Keith Brindley. Preliminary geologic map of the Cerro Cobachi area,
M(310)2 C336k -- M(200)4 vUn3mf no.1980 -- M(200) MP no.1980

Washington, D.C. : National Aeronautics and Space Administration, [1973?]
P(200) NA35sp no.351 v.1 addendum

Manley, Kim. Geologic map of the Aztec 1° x 2° quadrangle,
northwestern New Mexico and southern Colorado. Reston, Va. : U.S.
M(272)2 Az74m -- M(200)2 vUn3m no.1730 -- M(200) I no.1730

042.030 (560) M523c


983 qM793a MP only


402 (140) q3et no.86-06


M (780.4) 2 1984m


M (276) 2 465944 -- M (200) 4 vUn3mf no.339 -- M (200) MF no.339


G (253) F46 n.s. no.16


M (272) 2 465946 -- M (200) 4 vUn3o no.190 -- M (200) OM no.190


M (255) 2 1953p


402 (140) q3et no.86-02


042.030 qP872c


M (420) 4 C612r


(200) R290 no.87-646


M(410)2 R477u


ABANDONED COAL MINES--ARKANSAS.

ACID DEPOSITION.
Hough, Adrian M. Acid deposition at elevated sites: a review. Oxfordshire: Modelling and Assessment Group, Environmental and Medical Sciences Division, Harwell Laboratory, 1986. 514 qH814a

ACQUISITIONS (LIBRARIES)--CONGRESSES.

AFGHANISTAN--MAPS.

AGATES--NORTH AMERICA.

AGNATHA, FOSSIL.
Novitskain, Larisa Illarionovna. Morphology of the early agnathans: the heterostracans and the problem of relationships between the agnathans and gnathostomes. [1987]. G(570) qAcl22pE t.196

AGRICULTURE--COLLECTED WORKS.

ALLUVIAL PLAINS--COLORADO--MAPS.
ALLUVIAL PLAINS--MONTANA--MAPS.

ARSENC.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE.

ATMOSPHERIC CARBON DIOXIDE.

ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY--INSTRUMENTS.

BAHRAIN--MAPS, TOPOGRAPHIC.

BATS, FOSSIL.

Thewissen, J. G. M. Vestpertilionid bats (Chiroptera, Mammalia) from the Pliocene of Idaho. Ann Arbor : Museum of Paleontology, the University of Michigan, [1987] G(255) M58c v.27 no.10

BELEMNITES.

BENTHOS--DELAWARE BAY (DEL. AND N.J.).
BERING LAND BRIDGE NATIONAL PRESERVE (ALASKA).
S(286) A112 v.14 no.3

BIOGEOCHEMICAL CYCLES--CONGRESSES.
530.01 G512 MP only

BIRDS, FOSSIL.
S(226) Sm68p no.63

S(226) Sm68p no.62

BORING.
G(583) qAv46 no.8

BORINGS--FINLAND.
295(579) Sa32b D only

BOTANY--CALIFORNIA--HAMILTON RANGE, MOUNT.
920(276) Sh23f MP only

BOTANY--NEW ZEALAND.
P(890) qW292mp no.93

BOULDERS--ESTONIA.
S(573) Akl31 no.85

BRIQUETS (FUEL).
461.4(625) C452

BUILDING MATERIALS--TEXAS--AUSTIN REGION--GUIDEBOOKS.
G(245) G938 no.9
CALDERAS--ANDES.
Neogene-Quaternary volcanism and mineralization in the central Andes.
(200) R29o no.87-634

CALIFORNIA STATE WATER PROJECT.
Kadir, Tariq N. Reconnaissance investigation of ground water storage in
Santa Clara Valley to increase yield of the State Water Project.
[Sacramento, Calif.?] : Resources Agency, Dept. of Water Resources, Central
District, 1985.
P(276) En262r MP only

CARBON DIOXIDE--RESEARCH--INDEXES.
Master index for the carbon dioxide research state-of-the-art report series.
P(200) En27er no.0316

CARTOGRAPHY--AUTOMATION--CONGRESSES.
London : international conference on the acquisition, management and
presentation of spatial data, 14-19 September 1986. London : Auto Carto
759.5 Au82p

CEPHALOPODA, FOSSIL--INDEXES.
La Touche, T. H. D. Bibliography of Indian geology : Pt. IV:
Palaeontological index. Rev. and enl. [New Delhi : Publication
Division, Geological Survey of India, 1977.]
(640) Mp no.37

CLAY.
Chemistry of clays and clay minerals. New York : Wiley ; London, England :
G(520) M66m no.6

CLAY--VIRGINIA.
Charlottesville, VA : Commonwealth of Virginia, Dept. of Mines, Minerals,
(227) V82vm no.68

CLIMATIC CHANGES--CANADA, NORTHERN.
A question of degrees : climatic change could radically alter our traditional
view of the Arctic. Ottawa, Ont. : Canadian Arctic Resources Committee, 1987.
qPAM

CLIMATOLOGY.
Wendland, Wayne M. Dating climatic episodes of the Holocene. Madison,
WI : Institute for Environmental Studies, University of Wisconsin--Madison,
1974.
S(254) In7 no.21

COAL--APPALACHIAN REGION--CONGRESSES.
Symposium on Coal and Public Policies (1971 : University of Tennessee,
Knoxville). Symposium on Coal and Public Policies : symposium held at
the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee, October 13-15, 1971.
Knoxville, TN : Center for Business and Economic Research, College of
Business Administration, The University of Tennessee, [1972]
583.1(220) Sy68s D only
COAL--COLOMBIA--CLASSIFICATION.
Uribe B., Carlos. Propuesta de clasificación de los carbones colombianos.
Bogotá, Colombia : INGEOMINAS, 1983.
(460) In3b v.28 no.1

COAL--GEOLOGY.
G(200) G39rs no.6

COAL--KOREA (SOUTH).
Sŏktăn chawŏn chosa yŏngu, 4 = Researches on coal resources, 4. Sŏul
G(625) Y78 1986 no.18

Sŏktăn chawŏn chosa yŏngu = Researches on coal resources. Sŏul
461(625) So39 1983

Sŏktăn chawŏn chosa yŏngu, 2 = Researches on coal resources, 2. Sŏul
461(625) So39 1984

COAL LEASES--UNITED STATES.
United States. General Accounting Office. Mineral resources : interior's
P(200) G28mri

COAL MINES AND MINING--ADDRESSES, ESSAYS, LECTURES.
Kigyehwa kisul kaebal yŏngu = Coal mining technology : application of rock
mechanics to coal mining, longwall mining system with ramplough. Sŏul
461.4(625) K55

COAL MINES AND MINING--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--COLORADO.
Coal in the West : the reclamation question. Denver, Colo. : The Center,
[19--]
461.3(200) C632 D only

COAL MINES AND MINING--SAFETY MEASURES.
Kolesov, O. A. Vzryvnye raboty v shakhakh, opasnykh po vnezapnym vybrosam.
461 K832v

COAL--OHIO--ANALYSIS--TABLES.
(251) Oh4ic no.52

COAL--PERIODICALS.
IEA Coal Research. Annual report. London : NCB (IEA Services) Ltd.,
1984-
580 qin7cr

COALBED METHANE DRAINAGE--WEST VIRGINIA.
Economic analysis of vertical wells for coalbed methane recovery.
Morgantown, WV : Morgantown Energy Technology Center, [1981]
P(200) En27merc DOE/MC no.08089-107
COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT--NEW ZEALAND--HOKITIKA.
P(890) qW292tp no.29

COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT--UNITED STATES.
521(200) St28

COLUMNS, CONCRETE--TESTING.
240(276) Cl131r no.87-14

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES--RUSSIAN S.F.S.R.--TRANSBAIKALIA.
580(690.3) F592

CONTINENTAL MARGINS--SOUTH AMERICA--MAPS.
 M(400)523 So88u

COPPER MINES AND MINING--MAPS.
Argall, George Oats. Open pit copper and molybdenum mines of the world : underground porphyry copper and molybdenum mines and major undeveloped porphyry copper and molybdenum deposits. 1st Ed. Brussels, Belgium : Published by World Mining, Miller Freeman Publications, Inc., [1984?].
 M(000)435 1984a

COPPER ORES--CONGRESSES.
G(530) Sp32 no.4 F only

COSMOCHEMISTRY.
730.3 Su24c D&F only

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL.
111 En32g
DAVITASHVILI, L. S. (LEO SHIOVICH), 1895.
087 D312g

DECAPODA (CRUSTACEA).
Janssen, A. W. Miocene Decapoda and Mollusca from Ramsel (province of Antwerpen, Belgium), with a new crab genus and a new cephalopod species.
G(591) L594g no.75

DIABASE--SWEDEN--ÅNGERMANLAND.
G(583) P958a no.36

DIGITAL MAPPING--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.
(200) R290 no.86-19

DIGITAL MAPPING--STANDARDS.
759.5 A112 D only

DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR SERVICE--CALIFORNIA--REGISTERS.
057(276) C33f 1987 MP only

DRAG BITS (DRILLING AND BORING).
Geier, J. E. Water-jet-assisted drag bit cutting in medium-strength rock.
402(200) Un34ic no.9164

DREDGING--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--OKLAHOMA--ADA CITY LAKE.
P(244) Ok4t no.87-5

DRIFT--SWEDEN--SCANIA.
G(583) qAv46 no.5

DRILL CORE ANALYSIS--IDAHO--CUSTER COUNTY.
(200) R290 no.87-669

DRILL CORE ANALYSIS--OHIO.
Stith, David A. Supplemental core investigations for high-calcium limestones in western Ohio and discussion of natural gas and stratigraphic relationships in the middle to upper Ordovician rocks of southwestern Ohio.
(251) Oh4ri no.132
DRILLING MUDS--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--ALASKA--PRUDHOE BAY REGION.
West, Robin Lea. Effects of Prudhoe Bay Reserve pit fluids on water quality and macroinvertebrates of Arctic tundra ponds in Alaska.
P(200) I49obs no.87(7)

EARTH--CRUST.
G(583) P958a no.41

EARTH DAMS--EARTHQUAKE EFFECTS.
240(276) C131r no.87-11

EARTH--FIGURE.
G(540) qC334d no.13

740(200) G292 MP only

EARTH SCIENCES--HISTORY.
207 L364f

EARTH SCIENCES--SPAIN--GALICIA.
503 (560) Es88o

EARTH TEMPERATURE--SWEDEN.
G(583) P958a no.52

EARTHQUAKE HAZARDS ASSESSMENT--UTAH.
(200) R29o no.87-585

EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT DESIGN--DATA PROCESSING.
240(276) C131r no.87-13
EARTHQUAKES.
240 B638e

240 U16v MP only

EARTHQUAKES--CALIFORNIA.
Wesnousky, Steven G. Evaluation of Quaternary fault slip-rate data as a
basis for assessing seismic hazard in California.  [1986]
(200) W516e MP only

EARTHQUAKES--NORWAY--SPITSBERGEN ISLAND.
Panasenko, Georgil Danilovich. Zemletrlaseniia Shpi sbergena.
Moskva : Mezhdudeomstvennyi geofizicheskii komitet pri Prezidiume
240(980) P192z

EARTHQUAKES--SOUTH CAROLINA.
Shedlock, Kaye M. Earthquakes recorded by the South Carolina seismic
(200) R29o no.87-437

EARTHS, RARE.
Lipman, Peter W. Rare-earth-element compositions of Cenozoic volcanic
rocks in the southern Rocky Mountains and adjacent areas.  Washington, D.
(200) E no.1668

EAST FORK HIGH ROCK CANYON WILDERNESS (NEV.).
Mineral resources of the East Fork High Rock Canyon Wilderness Study Area,
(200) E no.1707-B

ECOLOGY--MATHEMATICAL MODELS--CONGRESSES.
International Symposium on Mathematical Modelling of Ecological,
Environmental, and Biological Systems (1985 : Kanpur, India).
Mathematical modelling of environmental and ecological systems : excerpts
from an International Symposium on Mathematical Modelling of Ecological,
Environmental, and Biological Systems, held from August 27th-30th, 1985, in
S(591) D493 no.11

ECUADOR--GAZETTEERS.
Gazetteer of Ecuador : names approved by the United States Board on
Geographic Names.  2d ed.  Washington, DC : Defense Mapping Agency,
1987.
506 Un28g Ecuador 1987

ELECTION DISTRICTS--UNITED STATES--MAPS.
M(200) M213g Congressional districts
ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.

ENERGY DEVELOPMENT--WEST (U.S.)--CONGRESSES.

ENERGY POLICY--UNITED STATES.

ENGINEERING GEOLOGY--SWEDEN--MAPS.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE--DICTIONARIES--UKRAINIAN.
Podvez'ko, M. L. Anhlo-ukrains'kyi slovnyk = English-Ukrainian dictionary. N'iul-york : [s.n.] ; 1958. 051

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING--PERIODICALS.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS--ALASKA.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--PAKISTAN.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--RESEARCH--UNITED STATES.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION--HIMALAYA MOUNTAINS--CONGRESSES.
The Himalaya-Ganges problem: proceedings of a conference: Mohonk Mountain
541 M864 v.7 no.3

EROSION.
Recent developments in erosion and sediment yield studies. Paris: Unesco, 
1985.
213 qR244

Rill erosion: processes and significance. Cremlingen, W. Germany: Catena 
Verlag, c1987.
S(530) C283 no.8

ESTUARINE ECOLOGY--CHESAPEAKE BAY (MD. AND VA.).
Ecological studies in the middle reach of Chesapeake Bay: Calvert Cliffs. 
521 L497 v.23

ETHANES.
Goodwin, Robert D. Provisional values for the thermodynamic functions of 
P(200) C23gpv D only

ETHNOLOGY--HAWAII--PERIODICALS.
Bishop Museum occasional papers. Bishop Museum occasional papers. 
Honolulu: Bishop Museum Press, 1986-
S(590) B46

EUTROPHICATION--TEXAS--STATISTICS.
Eutrophication analysis procedures for Texas lakes and reservoirs. Austin, 
TX: Center for Research in Water Resources, [1987].
S(245) Un3trc no.214

FACIES (GEOLOGY)--ANTARCTIC REGION.
Grobe, Hannes. Spatpleistozane Sedimentationsprozesse am antarktischen 
Kontinentalhang vor Kapp Norvegia, ostliche Weddell See. Bremerhaven:
Alfred-Wegener-Institut für Polarforschung, [1986].
S(530) B454 no.27

FISHERY LAW AND LEGISLATION.
Dahmani, Mohamed. The fisheries regime of the exclusive economic zone. 
537.2 D138f

FLOOD CONTROL--LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES.
Kusler, Jon A. Regulation of flood hazard areas to reduce flood losses, 
volume 3. Boulder, Colo.: Program on Environment and Behavior, Institute 
of Behavioral Sciences, University of Colorado, 1982.
S(271) Sp32 no.2

FLOOD CONTROL--MISSOURI.
Missouri River Basin Commission. Missouri River flood plain pilot study: 
St. Joseph, Missouri, to Kansas City, Missouri-Kansas. Omaha, Neb.: The 
Commission, [1977].
552 (260) M692m

880101-880131 GSI
GISS
FLOOD FORECASTING--GEORGIA--MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
G(200) G no.2317

FLOOD FORECASTING--WEST VIRGINIA.
(200) WRi no.87-4111

FLOODS--PUERTO RICO.
(200) R29o no.87-123

FLOW METERS.
(200) WRi no.87-4147

FORAMINIFERA, FOSSIL.
G(540) qSol3bm no.11

FOREST SOILS.
941 M755 no.10

FORMATIONS (GEOLOGY)--SOUTH AFRICA--NATAL--MAPS.
M(786)21 1981m

FROZEN GROUND--GREENLAND--NARSSAQ.
S(530) G72 Ser.2 Jahrg.1983 Nr.1

GAS INDUSTRY--UNITED STATES--ECONOMIC ASPECTS.
467(200) F632ef D only

GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING--ARKANSAS--BAXTER COUNTY.
(200) R29o no.87-519

GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING--ARKANSAS--BOONE COUNTY REGION.
(200) R29o no.87-522

GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING--ARKANSAS--CARROLL COUNTY.
Erickson, M. S. Spectrographic analyses of insoluble-residue samples, Harrison 1° x 2° quadrangle, Missouri and Arkansas: drill holes nos. 11, 12, and 14. [Denver, CO]: U.S. Geological Survey, 1987. (200) R290 no.87-520

GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING--ARKANSAS--MADISON COUNTY.
Erickson, M. S. Spectrographic analyses of insoluble-residue samples, Harrison 1° x 2° quadrangle, Missouri and Arkansas: drill holes nos. 7, 9, and 10. [Denver, CO]: U.S. Geological Survey, 1987. (200) R290 no.87-521

GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING--ARKANSAS--MARION COUNTY REGION.

GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING--COLORADO--CHAFFEE COUNTY.

GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING--GEORGIA--RABUN COUNTY--MAPS.

GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING--SWEDEN--CONGRESSES.
Berggrundigeokemi som prospekteringsmethod i Sveriges urberg : föredrag och inlägg från ett symposium i Uppsala anordnat av Sveriges geologiska undersökning och Svenska gruv foreningen. Uppsala [Sweden]: Sveriges geologiska undersökning, 1983. (583) qR no.34

GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING--VERMONT--WINDSOR COUNTY--MAPS.

GEOCHEMISTRY, ANALYTIC.

GEOCHEMISTRY--SOVIET UNION.
GEOGRAPHY.
Mazurkiewicz, Ludwik. Teoretyczne podstawy modeli przestrzennego
503 M462t D only

GEOLOGICAL MAPPING.
Holmstrand, Olov. Ingenjörsgeologiska kartor : litteraturstudier = 
Engineering geological maps : literature research. Göteborg : Chalmers 
tekniska högskola och Göteborgs universitet, Geologiska institutionen, 
1974.
G(583) P958a no.5

GEOLOGICAL MAPPING--CONGRESSES.
High mountain cartography = Hochgebirgskartographie ; proceedings of a 
symposium organized by the Arbeitsgemeinschaft fur Vergleichende 
Hochgebirgsforschung, Munich, in Mondsee, Austria, 29 Mai-1 June 1986. 
Munich : Arbeitsgemeinschaft fur Vergleichende Hochgebirgsforschung, [1987] 
541 M864 v.7 no.4

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (U.S.). VOLUNTEER FOR SCIENCE PROGRAM.--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, 
ETC.
(200) V888

GEOLOGY.
Ansted, David Thomas. The geologist's text-book : chiefly intended as a 
book of reference for the geological student. London : J. Van Voorst, 
1845.
203 An84g

GEOLOGY--DICTIONARIES.
Lapidus, Dorothy Farris. The Facts on File dictionary of geology and 
205 L315f

GEOLOGY, ECONOMIC--ALASKA--BROOKS RANGE.
Barker, James C. Mineral investigations of certain lands in the eastern 
of Mines, [1981]
402 (200) B243mb 1981 MP only

GEOLOGY--LABORATORY MANUALS.
Fletcher, Charles H. Concepts in geology : an activities approach to 
1987.
208 F633c

GEOLOGY--PERIODICALS.
Chih hsueh yuan pei-ching yen chiu sheng yuan, 1987--
G(610) H858t

the transactions of the Geological Society of South Africa = Suid-Afrikaanse 
tydskrif vir geologie : syndie die Verhandelinge van die Geologiese Vereniging 
van Suid-Afrika. [Johannesburg] : Bureau for Scientific Publications at the 
Foundation for Education, Science and Technology, c1987--
G(780) So87
GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--MAPS.


GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--METHODOLOGY.

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--MIOCENE.

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--ORDOVICIAN.
Erickson, M. S. Spectrographic analyses of early and middle Ordovician age rocks in Montgomery County and vicinity, Arkansas. Little Rock, AR : Arkansas Geological Commission, 1986. (241) qAr521 no.30

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--PALEOZOIC.


GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--PLEISTOCENE.

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--PRE-CAMBRIAN.


GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--QUATERNARY.

Fält, Lars-Magnus. Late Quaternary sea-floor deposits off the Swedish west coast, Göteborg : Geologiska institutionen, Chalmers tekniska högskola och Göteborg, 1982. G(583) P958a no.37

Hall, N. Timothy. Recurrence interval and late quaternary history of the eastern Pleito thrust fault, northern Transverse ranges, California : final technical report. Los Altos Hills, Calif. : Foothill-DeAnza Community College District, [1984] (200) H147r MP only

Jackson, Lionel E. Terrain inventory and Quaternary history of Nahanni map area, Yukon Territory and Northwest Territories. Ottawa, Canada : Geological Survey of Canada, 1987. (100) qP no.86-18

Lajoie, Kenneth R. Late quaternary stratigraphy and geologic history of Mono Basin, eastern California [microform]. 1968. 352(276) L1471ML MP only

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--QUATERNARY--MAPS.


GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--QUEENSLAND--GYMPIE.

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--QUEENSLAND--SOUTH BURNETT.

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--RECENT.

GEOLOGY, STRUCTURAL.
210(610) G298

(200) E no.1595

260 M570E 1984

G(200) gd3sec v.3

210(695) P272t

G(591) Am8um no.338

GEOLOGY, STRUCTURAL--CONGRESSES.
201 In8pb

GEOLOGY, STRUCTURAL--MAPS.
M (610)21 1983cc

M (610)21 1979ct

GEOLOGY, STRUCTURAL--PERIODICALS.

GEMORPHOLOGICAL MAPPING--AUSTRIA--VORARLBERG.
G(533) qSch74 Bd.1

GEOGRAPHY.
503 qL382c

GEOMORPHOLOGY--COLUMBIA RIVER VALLEY.

GEOPHYSICS--COLLECTED WORKS.

GEOSYNTHETICS.

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES--FRANCE--CONGRESSES.

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES--NEVADA--MCCOY REGION--CHARTS, DIAGRAMS, ETC.

GLACIAL EPOCH--SWEDEN.

GLACIAL LANDFORMS--SWEDEN.

GLACIAL LANDFORMS--SWEDEN--DALSLAND.

GLACIERS.

GIS GISS
GLACIOLOGY--CONGRESSES.
250 qAn72 v.9

GLOBES--CONGRESSES.
S(533) G512 Nr.25/27 (Mai 1978)
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